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A function f between two uniform spaces X and Y is Cauchy continuous if 
it maps every Cauchy filter on X to a Cauchy filter on Y. In the context of 
uniform spaces these functions are studied in [ 121 where they are called 
“Cauchy regular functions.” The collection of Cauchy continuous functions 
has much nicer algebraic properties than the collection of uniformly 
continuous functions. On the other hand Cauchy continuous functions share 
the fundamental extension property of uniformly continuous maps. In fact 
the collection of Cauchy continuous maps from a uniform space X to a 
complete uniform space Y is exactly the class of functions with continuous 
extensions to the completion of X. 
But the study of Cauchy continuous maps really belongs to the field of 
Cauchy spaces. In fact Cauchy continuous maps are the morphisms in the 
category of Cauchy spaces, a category which has been created to develop a 
general completion theory [7, 10, 111. 
In this paper we will be concerned with real-valued Cauchy continuous 
maps on a Cauchy space (X, S??). We will study the properties of the 
collection r(g) of all real-valued Cauchy continuous maps rather than the 
properties of the maps themselves. The question that will be answered in this 
paper is: What properties characterize the collections r(g) among all 
function classes on X (i.e., all subsets of RX)? For any function class @ on 
X, the filters on @ “mapping” @-filters on X to convergent filters on R are 
natural Cauchy filters. The collection y. of all these Cauchy filters is a 
Cauchy structure on @. It plays the key role in the characterization of the 
classes r(q). The main theorem states that the classes @ = r(g) are exactly 
the y,-complete unitary function algebras. For classes of bounded functions 
y,-completeness may be replaced by uniform completeness. Combining these 
results with the characterization obtained earlier in [9], that the collections 
r(g) are exactly the composition closed function classes, we answer problem 
(1) in [4]. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the theory of Cauchy spaces and Cauchy continuous maps we refer to 
[7, 11 and 121. 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations. X is a set and G? is a 
Cauchy structure on X, i.e., a collection of filters on X satisfying the 
conditions that for every point x of X the filter i generated by {x} belongs to 
P’; if a filter belongs to %? then so does every finer filter and if two filters in 
Z have a supremum then their intersection belongs to GY. The filters 
belonging to @ are the Cauchy filters. r(g) is the collection of all real- 
valued Cauchy continuous maps, i.e., the functions that map Cauchy filters 
on X to convergent filters on R. We call V point separated if Z(GY) separates 
the points of X. A Cauchy structure is untformizable if it is the collection of 
Cauchy filters in some Hausdorff uniformity. Every uniformizable Cauchy 
structure is point separated. If P is a uniformity on X, the collection of 
uniformly continuous real-valued maps is denoted U(P) and U(P) c r(g) if 
59 is the collection of %/-Cauchy filters. A Cauchy structure is totally 
bounded if it contains all ultralilters. 
For any Cauchy structure G? on X we use the associated convergence 
structure q to describe continuity, Hausdorffness, closure, density, etc. A 
filter jr q-converges to x if and only if STni belongs to SY. The structures 
V and q are called compatible if they are related in this way. If @? is point 
separated then q is Hausdorff, and @ is complete if every Cauchy filter 
q-converges. c(q) [c*(q)] is the collection of real-valued [bounded] 
continuous maps on (X, q). The inclusion r(q) c E(q) always holds. 
For a survey of the theory of function classes we refer to [3] and [4]. We 
recall some of the definitions. A function class on X is a subset of Rx. The 
notions function algebra or function lattice are defined by means of the 
pointwise operations. A function class @ is point separating if it separates 
the points of X. @ is composition closed if the following is true: given 
{fi / i E 1) c @ and h: X-+ R’, h(x) = (fi(X))i,, for x E X, the map k 0 h 
belongs to @ whenever k is a continuous real-valued map on the closure of 
h(X) in R’. A filter jr on X is a Q-filter if and only if f(x) converges 
whenever f belongs to @. The collection c(Q) of all Q-filters is the coarsest 
Cauchy structure on X making all maps in @ Cauchy continuous, and it is 
called the weak Cauchy structure of @. If @ is point separating then c(Q) is 
point separated. The weak topology of @ is denoted by t(G) and it is 
compatible with c(Q). The weak uniformity of @ is denoted by u(Q). The 
Cauchy structure c(O) is uniformizable, it is the collection of all u(Q)- 
Cauchy filters. 
From now on by “Cauchy structure GY on X’ we mean “point separated 
Cauchy structure” and by “function class @” we mean a “point separating 
function class” on X. These assumptions are made throughout the paper. 
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2. DUALITY BETWEEN CAUCHY STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION CLASSES 
In this section we expand some results of [8] and [9]. Starting with a 
Cauchy structure @ on X, associating r(g) and then taking the weak 
Cauchy structure of T(Q) one obtains a Cauchy structure c(T(G?)) which is 
coarser than ‘Z and is uniformizable. The structures g and c(T($Y)) have the 
same collections of Cauchy continuous maps, i.e., r(q) = Z(c(Z(GY))). We 
call c(T(Q)) the unzjkmizable modification of Q and denote it by gU. For 
two Cauchy structures 0 and g on X the equality r(q) = r(g) holds if and 
only if gU = gU. 
Assuming non-measurable cardinality for X then %YU is the finest unifor- 
mizable Cauchy structure on X coarser than 5Y and ?YU is a reflection of %Y 
in the category of uniformizable Cauchy spaces. Again assuming non- 
measurable cardinality cr(g) = %? holds if and only if Q is uniformizable. 
Starting with a function class Cp on X, associating c(Q) and then taking 
T(c(@)) one obtains a composition closed function class containing @. The 
classes @ and T(c(@)) have the same weak Cauchy structure, i.e., 
c(Q) = c(T(c(@))). We call I’(c(@)) the composition closed modiJication of @ 
and denote it Qc. Two function classes have the same weak Cauchy 
structure if and only if they have the same composition closed modification. 
Qc is the smallest composition closed function class containing @ and 
T(c(@)) = Q, holds if and only if @ is composition closed. 
From the previous results we can conclude that there exists a one to one 
correspondence between the collection of uniformizable Cauchy structures 
on X and the collection of composition closed function classes on X. 
3. THE CAUCHY CONTINUOUS STRUCTURE ON A FUNCTION CLASS 
If @ is a function class on X, &c@ and FcX let 
d(F) = {f(x) ]fE -Qp, x E F}. If v is a filter on @ and Sr is a filter on X let 
w(;T) be the filter on R generated by the collection {d(F) ] L&’ E ly, 
F-EST}. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A filter w on @ belongs to y. if and only if ye 
converges whenever R is a Q-filter on X. 
THEOREM 3.1. ye is a point separated Cauchy structure on @. 
ProoJ To prove that ye is a Cauchy structure is an easy verification. Iff 
and g are different functions in @ and x E X is such thatf(x) # g(x) then the 
map (r, from @ to R which maps h to h(x) is Cauchy continuous on (Q, ye) 
and separates f and g. 
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We call yO the Cauchy continuous structure on @. 
It is compatible with the algebraic and lattice operations as follows from 
the following results. 
THEOREM 3.2. If @ is a function algebra (a function lattice) and carries 
ye, the algebraic (lattice) operations are all Cauchy continuous. 
Proof We give a proof for the addition s: @ X @ --f @, sdf, g) =S-t g. 
The other proofs are similar. Let w E ys and v/’ E ye and K a Q-filter on X. 
Then y/(Y) + w(sT’) converges and S(W X w’)(x) 1 w(m t w(F’). SO 
s(w x w’) belongs to yo. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf @ is a function algebra (function lattice) and 
@’ c @ is a subalgebra (sublattice) then so is the closure of @’ in (@, yap>. 
On some special function classes other natural structures were introduced 
earlier. On a function class @ = r(g) a natural Cauchy structure %? was 
introduced in [5] in the following way: t,u belongs to @? if and only if v(R) 
converges whenever jr belongs to %Y. 
THEOREM 3.4. If X has non-measurable cardinality, GY is a untform- 
izable Cauchy structure on X and @ = r(q) then ye coincides with @“. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of the theorem %Y = c(T(g)) holds. So %? is 
exactly the collection of Q-filters. 1 
Remarks 3.5. 1. In general on @ = Z-(g) the structures ye and @ are 
different. If GY is cA embedded [5] and G? = y. then (X, GY) and (X, c(T(@))) 
have the same natural completions in the sense of [5]. So V and c(r(%Y)) 
coincide. 
2. When $7 is complete and uniformizable and X has non-measurable 
cardinality then yip is the collection of all continuously convergent filters. So 
it is clear from the results of [2] that ys is in general not a uniformizable, 
not even a topological, structure on @. 
For any function class @ we have @ cT(c(@)) c C(t(@)). So @ inherits 
Cauchy structures from T(c(@)) and C(t(@)): T(c(@)) has the structure c(k) 
from [5] defined above. On C(t(@)) we consider the uniformity of uniform 
convergence [ 131 and also the uniform convergence structure Yc of 
continuous convergence defined in [2]. 
We will compare the Cauchy structures induced on @ with ye. 
THEOREM 3.6. ye coincides with the structure induced by CT@). 
Proof The collection of @-filters is exactly c(a). 1 
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THEOREM 3.7. ye is coarser than the Cauchy structure of uniform 
convergence. 
Proof. If w is a Cauchy filter for the structure of uniform convergence, 
jr is a Q-filter on X and V is an entourage on R, choose an entourage U 
such that U3 c V. Let & E w such that for every f and g in d we have 
(f(x), g(x)) E U for every x E X. Fix h E & and choose FE jr such that 
h(F) x h(F) c U. Then J(F) E w(R) and S’(F) X d(F) c V. 1 
Remark 3.8. In general y. is strictly coarser than the Cauchy structure 
of uniform convergence. For example, take X = R with the usual complete 
Cauchy structure and @ the collection of (Cauchy) continuous maps. The 
sequence f,(x) = (l/n)x, n > 1, generates a filter w on @ belonging to ye. 
However, v is not a Cauchy filter for the uniformity of uniform convergence. 
On function classes of bounded functions, however, the two structures 
coincide. This will be discussed in Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.9. ye isfiner than the Cauchy structure induced on @ by the 
collection of Cauchy filters of the untform convergence structure of 
continuous convergence. 
Proof. If v is y,-Cauchy and Y t(Q)-converges to x then ST is a Q-filter 
and ~(5) converges. It follows that w x v belongs to LYc. 1 
Remark 3.10. In general, y. is strictly finer than the g$auchy 
structure. For example, take X = IO, I] with the usual Cauchy structure GY 
and @ =QY). The sequence (fn(x)),>, with f,,(x) = 0 for x > l/n and 
f,(x) = IZ - n’x for x < l/n generates a filter w on @ which continuously 
converges on K(t(@)). So t,u is gc-Cauchy. On the other hand the trace 2 of 
the usual neighborhoodfilter of 0 on IO, 1 ] is a Q-filter and w(M) does not 
converge. So v does not belong to y@. 
4. COMPLETE FUNCTION ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 4.1. A function class @ on X is complete if y0 is a complete 
Cauchy structure on @. 
If ly is a filter on @ belonging to ye then for every x E X w(i) converges 
in R and the function lim, v defined as lim, w(x) = lim I#) belongs to Rx 
and is the pointwise limit of I,Y. 
THEOREM 4.2. A function class @ is complete I$ and only if lim, w E @ 
whenever w E ye. 
Proof Suppose @ is yQ -complete and let w E yID. There exists f E @ such 
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that w f$E ye. Then for every x E X the filter (~nf)(i) = w(i) nf(x) 
converges to f(x). Hence f = lim, w. Conversely let v E y0 and suppose 
f = lim, w belongs to @. Then since (@, ycp) is a subspace of (T(c(@)), c!)) 
(3.6) we have, using Theorem 1.3 of [5], that wnfE ~3). Since w and $ 
both are filters on @, we have v nfE yo. I 
LEMMA 4.3. If @ is a function class on X, (2, u@)) is the completion of 
X with the weak uniformity u(G) and & is the collection of all extensionsfof 
functions f belonging to @, then we have u%) = u(6). 
ProojAThe maps in d are all u(&)-uniformly continuous so clearly 
u(4) < u(Q). To prove the other inequality let U be a basic entourage in 
u(Q) of the form U= {(x, y) 1 I&(x) -f;:(y)1 < E, i: 1 ... n} where f, e3. f, 
belong to @ and E > 0. If M and JV are u(Q)-minimal Cauchy filters and 
I&f) -J(N)1 < c/2 for i: 1 . . . n, then ]ai - s/2, ai + s/2[ E&Y) fTf;:(J”) 
where ai is the limit of j&N). Choose A i E 4 A(AJ c ]ai - c/2, ai + c/2[ 
and Bi EJYrfi(Bi) c ]ai - s/2, ai + s/2[ for i: 1 ... n. If we put A = fly=, Ai 
and B = nl=, Bi then A UB EAnJlr and A UB is U-small. It follows 
that {(xx) ] I&&) -A(M)] < c/2, i: 1 ... n} c 0. I 
THEOREM 4.4. A function class @ coincides with a collection I(%?) for 
some Cauchy structure SF on X tf and only tf @ is a complete function 
algebra containing the constants. 
Proof. If @ = @Y) for some Cauchy structure g on X then clearly it is 
a function algebra containing the constants. From the results of Section 2 we 
have @ = T(c(@)). So ye coincides with c@) (3.6). From Theorem 1.3 in [5] 
it follows that (@, ys) is complete. 
To prove the converse, suppose @ is a y,-complete function algebra 
containing the constants. With the notations of Lemma 4.3 we have 
6 c a(<), where 5^ is the topology on X of the completion of u(Q). Since the 
extensions of the maps in @ are unique, @ is a subalgebra of K(Q) containing 
the constants. Theorem 1.5 in [5] states that the map between T(c(@)) and 
O(z”) sending f to its extension j\ is a homeomorphism when T(c(@)) carries 
c@) and E(f) carries the continuous convergence structure. Since (@, r@) is 
a complete subspace of (Z(c(@)), ~3)) it follows that @ is closed in K(t^) for 
the continuous convergence. Finally, @ is topology-generating since in view 
of Lemma 4.3 we have z” = t(d). From Theorem 58 in [l] we can conclude 
that 6 = E(f). Consequently, taking the restrictions on X, we have 
@ = T(c(@)). I 
The following property answers problem (1) in [4]. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. A function class is composition closed if and only if it 
is a complete function algebra containing the constants. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 and the charac- 
terization formulated in Section 2 that a function class @ is composition 
closed if and only if @ = T(c(@)). 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. If Q is a Cauchy structure on X and @ is a subset of 
T(Q), then @ coincides with I(Q) tf and only if @ is a complete subalgebra 
of I(‘T) containing the constants such that c(Q) = EU. 
5. BOUNDED FUNCTIONS 
LEMMA 5.1. If @ is a function class of bounded functions then c(Q) is 
totally bounded. If $9 is a totally bounded Cauchy structure then I(g) 
consists of bounded functions. 
Proof: If f is a bounded function and V is an ultrafilter on X then f (m 
converges. It follows that c(Q) contains all ultrafilters when @ consists of 
bounded functions. 
Conversely, if g is totally bounded and f E r(E) then for every ultrafilter 
‘?V on X we can choose a compact subset K of R and WE V such that 
f(W) c K. We can select a finite number of ultrafilters K, compact sets Ki 
and sets Wi E q, f ( Wi) c Ki for i: 1 a.. n, such that W, U a.- U W, = X. 
It follows that f(X)=f(Uy=l Wi)=U;=,f(Wi)CU~=‘=Ki. SO f(X) is 
bounded. 
THEOREM 5.2. A function class @ consists of bounded functions tf and 
only life(@) is totally bounded. For a Cauchy structure V the collection I(g) 
consists of bounded functions tf and only tf VU is totally bounded. 
Proof If c(Q) is totally bounded then @ consists of bounded functions 
since it is a subset of T(c(@)). If eU is totally bounded then r(B) consists of 
bounded functions since r(g) = r(PQ. The other implications are shown in 
the previous lemma. 1 
Remark 5.3. If T(V) consists of bounded functions, 9 need not be 
totally bounded. For example, let X = [0, 11, let Y(x) be the usual 
neighborhoodfilter at x, fix a non-principal ultrafilter %,, 3 Y(O) and put 
Q= (sTIX3~(x) f or some x # 0) U {ST 1 Y 3 Y(O), P0 ti Sr}. Then 
r(a) coincides with the collection of continuous functions on X with the 
usual topology and hence it consists of bounded functions. However, G? is 
not totally bounded. 
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THEOREM 5.4. If @ is a function class of bounded functions then y. 
coincides with the collection of Cauchy ftlters for the untformity of untform 
convergence. 
Proof. If @ consists of bounded functions, c(Q) is totally bounded so 
with the notations of 4.4, (9, 5^) is a compact space. So the structures of 
continuous convergence and of uniform convergence on E(z^) coincide. The 
continuous convergence on c(f) is homeomorphic with the complete 
structure c&?P) on T(c(@)) and the uniform convergence on K(?) is 
homeomorphic to the complete structure of uniform convergence on r(c(@)). 
It follows that the induced Cauchy structures on @ coincide. I 
For the next two theorems we will give proofs depending on the previous 
sections. However, the results also follow from some theorems in [6]. 
THEOREM 5.5. If @ is a function class of bounded functions the 
following properties are equivalent. 
(1) @J = I(g) for some Cauchy structure F on X, 
(2) @ = U(%) for some (totally bounded) untformity % on X, 
(3) @ is composition closed, 
(4) @ is a untformly closed function algebra containing the constants. 
Proof. (1) + (2) If @ = r(q) let u(Q) be the weak uniformity. Then 
u(Q) is totally bounded and @ c U(u(@)) c T(c(@)) = @. 
(2) 3 (3) If @ = U(W) f or some uniformity % on X, let u(Q) again be 
the weak uniformity. u(Q) is totally bounded and @ = U(u(@)) = T(c(@)). 
(3) =s- (4) (4.5) and (5.4). 
(4) * (1) (5.4) and (4.4). 
Remark 5.6. For a uniformly closed function algebra @ of bounded 
functions containing the constants the difference whether @ = T(c(@)) or 
@ = c*(t(@)) 1 ies in the separation: @ =T(c(@)) holds if # is point 
separating, @ = C*(t(@)) holds if @ separates the zerosets of (X, t(Q)) [ 13). 
THEOREM 5.7. If @ is a function class of bounded functions then the 
algebra generated by @ U {constants} is uniformly dense in I(c(@)). 
Proof. The algebra (@) generated by @ U {constants} again consists of 
bounded functions and so does its uniform closure (@) in T(c(@)). From 
(3.3) we have that (@) is again a function algebra. Applying 5.5 we can 
conclude that (@) = T(c(@)). 
If @ is a function class, let @* be the collection of bounded functions in 
Cp. The collection @* is in general not point separating even if @ is point 
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separating. For instance, if @ is the collection of real polynomials on R then 
@* only contains the constants. If @ is an algebra containing the constants 
and closed under bounded inversion (i.e., f > 1 in @ implies I/f in @) then 
the point separability of @ implies the point separability of @* [6]. For 
instance, any collection r(g) satisfies these conditions. So any collection 
r*(g) is point separating. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 5.8. If GY is a Cauchy structure on X then so is 
Vt = $9 U {ultralilters on X}. Vt is thefinest totally bounded Cauchy structure 
on X coarser than SE It is a reflection of GY in the category of totally bounded 
Cauchy structures. 
THEOREM 5.9. For every Cauchy structure %? on X we have 
I-*(SF) = r(g). 
Proof Since Pt ,< @ and g is totally bounded we clearly have 
r*(g) 2 r(g). If f E r*(q) and R E g then either we have R E %Y or we 
have jr is an ultrafilter and f (;T) is an ultralilter on the bounded set f (X). 
So in each of the two cases f(F) converges. I 
COROLLARY 5.10. If @ is composition closed then so is @* and 
c( CD *) = (c(Q) U {ultrafilters on X}), . 
Proof If @ is composition closed then @ =T(c(@)) and 
a* = T((c(@)),). so Qi* is composition closed (5.5) and we have 
@* = T(c(@*)) = I’((c(@)),). Hence c(@*) = ((c(Q)),),. 1 
COROLLARY 5.11. If GY is a Cauchy structure on X and X has non- 
measurable cardinality then c(I*(G?)) is the finest totally bounded untform- 
izable Cauchy structure on X coarser than K It is a reflection of Q in the 
category of totally bounded untformizable Cauchy spaces. 
THEOREM 5.12. If @ is a function lattice containing the constants then 
@* is a (sequentially) dense subset of (a, yg). 
Proof: For f E @ and n E N choose f, = f V (-n) A n in @* and let w be 
the Frechet filter of the sequence (fn)n> 1. If ST is a @-filter and f (ST) 
converges to a E R then t&9) also converges to a. So w nf belongs to ys 
and ly converges tof. 1 
Remark 5.13. @* is in general not a subspace of CD. In fact the previous 
result and Theorems 4.4 and 5.10 imply that whenever CD is a composition 
closed function class and (CD*, yo*) is a subspace of (@, y*), then @ and @* 
coincide. 
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